## Evaluating A Website Checklist

**Name:** ______________________________

**Website being evaluated:** _______________________________________________

### Author’s/Creator’s Credibility
- Qualifications/experience
- Author can be contacted
- Personal website
- Business/corporation
- Government agency
- Special interest group
- Educational institution

### Perspective
- Fair and objective
- Author provides all views
- Author gives one point of view
- Who is included?
- Who is excluded?

### Accuracy
- Fact
- Fiction
- Opinion
- The links work
- Date of site is current
- Spelling/grammatical mistakes

### Author’s/Creator’s Intent
- Inform
- Convince
- Entertain
- Question
- Support

---

**This website is a(n):**

- **Valid website because** ____________________________________________________
  ____________________________________________________

- **Invalid website because** ________________________________________________
  ____________________________________________________